CHAPTER 1476

The appearance of the North Demon changed the colors of the world.

Let this world become a ruin.

This is what everyone feels deep inside.

He is like a god in charge of killing.

His appearance is as small as an ant.

“Including Ray, who have experienced many battles.”

“In front of the Tianshan base, a black figure walked slowly.”

Behind him is a dark crowd.
The North Demon is here.

“””boom!!!”””

“When he saw that lonely figure, Ray’s head was about to explode.ÿm.bg.”

He actually appeared in the north.

Not the capital!

Everyone’s prediction is wrong!

The Northern Devil did not directly attack the capital.

It’s over.

This time is completely over!

“As a family member, Ray knows how terrifying the Northern Devil is better than anyone else.”

But the seven kills and the soldiers behind him are fearless.

“””Boss, we will do our best to defend the Tianshan base! At that time we will definitely be famous for
Erudia and the world!”””

“””Yes, guarding the Tianshan base in the hands of the North Demon, how prestigious is it to spread
out?”””

The seven kills are still fantasizing.

But Ray looked gloomy.

Still want to hold?

Is it a defensible question now?

Now the Shura Army has a few questions about being able to go back alive…

But the Shura Army can’t retreat!

He can’t retire either!

“””Where is the Shura Army?”””

Ray shouted.

“””in!”””

The Shura army shouted together.

“””Swear to the death and hold here!”””

Ray raised his arms and shouted.

“””We occupy high ground and terrain. It is not that easy to break through the line of defense!”””

Ray’s mouth flicked fiercely.

“Only in the next second, there were bursts of exclamation from the crowd.”

“””Where is the man? The man is gone?”””

Everyone looked to the front one after another.

“The Northern Demon, who had walked single-handedly just now, had disappeared.”

It disappeared under the noses of thousands of people.

“””not good??”””

Ray exclaimed.

“The next moment, he felt like he was being spotted by a poisonous snake.”

“The scalp is numb, and the cold sweat is swishing.”

The Northern Devil appeared among them…

“””Uh…”””

There was a scream.

“Turning around, the Shura army suffered heavy casualties.”

The North Demon easily broke through the line of defense.

The North Demon’s men rushed over like a flood…

“””Take him! A good opportunity to become famous!”””

Seven kills of the three are like tigers coming out of the cage.

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

…

Only three people flew out.

Even the North Demon couldn’t handle a single move.

“Ray shot a cold light in his eyes: “”You can never back down! Swear to stay here!”””

“””Ignorant boy, can you hold it?”””

The Northern Devil appeared in front of Ray and bombarded with a punch.

Ray vomited blood and flew out.

“””God of War? But so!”””

“Ray, who was lying on the ground, stood up again.”

“””Come on! Go on!”””

Although he is inferior.

“But even if he died, he would die on the way to charge.”

“””Don’t be silly, withdraw quickly!”””

“At this time, Terry suddenly led people to the court and insisted on pulling Ray back.”

“””No! I have never been defeated by Ray! I am the god of war in !”””

Ray looked stubborn.

“””Not to mention that you are not worthy of the God of War, so how do we deal with the North
Devil?”””

“””I have received Messiah’s order to retreat! Don’t make fearless sacrifices!”””

Terry shouted.

“””Hey! Retreat!”””

Ray ordered a retreat.

“Soon, the Northern Demons occupied the Tianshan base.”

Several surrounding bases were all lost.

The Northern Territory collapsed…

The North Demon stood at the highest point.

“Looking into the distance, he laughed and said, “”Erudia, can you stop me?”””

